Setup Instructions:

Motherboard Rev 5.9 and below:
- C22 = 0.1 mfd
- R61 = 220 OHM
- R60 = 220 OHM
- R62 = not populated
- R150 = not populated
- R149 = not populated

Motherboard Rev 6.0 and higher:
- C22 = not populated
- R61 = not populated
- R60 = not populated
- R62 = 0 OHM or Short
- R150 = not populated
- R149 = not populated

Installation Instructions:

These MSB Signature DAC Modules are hand matched. In order to preserve the matched sets you must install them in a particular order. Hand written on the top of each module is a Serial Number. Example: A7401, A7402, A7403, A7404. Install the lowest number (in this case A7401) in the position nearest the center of the motherboard. Install the other three modules in numerical order, with the highest numbered module nearest the edge of the unit. Please take great care to ensure the modules are correctly oriented and that their pins are aligned correctly.

Replace the DAC Clamping mechanism and Volume Control Modules if equipped.